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Quicksilver - Activ 675 Weekend £ 63,995

Description

BRAND NEW EX-DISPLAY 20232Quicksilver Activ 675 Weekend powered by a Mercury F225 EXLPT 4 stroke
outboard engine. Navigation is easy and secure thanks to the reliable Mariner engine, hydraulic steering with
SmartCraft instrumentation, and compatibility with the latest navigation technologies. That way, handling the boat
and keeping it balanced is a breeze, and all boat and engine performance data are always on display. The
Quicksilver Weekend range equals comfort. Thanks to the fully equipped galley with sink, stove and refrigerator,
you can have a lovely dinner with drinks in the indoors dinette or in the cockpit. In the lower deck section of the
cabin, you’ll find a spacious front berth for 2 and an enclosed sea toilet with sink. Also, the optional enclosure and
sun awning have you prepared for any kind of weather. A lot of thought went into how to make the most of the
available space. In the back, you just flip out the new sun lounge system without any extension pieces. Or you put
the hinged back seat down, trading maximum cockpit space for room to tilt your engine out of the water.
Specification: full enclosed canopy, port & starboard swim platforms, enclosed head with sea toilet, foredeck
cushions, bow thruster, electronics pack, white hull and the Smart pack which includes the cockpit sun lounge,
cockpit lighting, teak cockpit table, curtains, roof hatch, refrigerator, electrical bow windlass and a mooring pack.

Sales status: available  Manufacturer: Quicksilver

Model: Activ 675 Weekend  Year built: 2022

Length: 6.94 m  Beam: 2.5 m

Draft: 0.48 m  No. of previous owners: 1

Condition: New  Sale Type: New

Sale: Dealer  Propulsion: Outboard

Steering: Hydraulic wheel control  Engine manufacturer: Mercury

No. of engines: 1  HP: 225

kW: 167  Fuel: Petrol



Fuel Capacity: 200  Material hull: Polyester

Material deck: Wood
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